
Who really cares? 

To error is human, however, after two decades of mediation I reason that some people consciously 
ignore common sense, scientific evidence and religious principles when making decisions. Ironically, 
since decision making is mostly an emotional response, it is usually the absence of emotional 
intelligence that results in failure. An emotional response is common with regards to marriage, divorce 
and inheritance. When it comes to money, principles and sound judgment often take a back seat. 
When problems multiply, people return seeking resolution to the original and extra problems. From 
this I resolved that some people, because of an inability or reluctance to learn, are destined to suffer.  

Around a thousand years ago Al-Ghazali the philosopher wrote “The revival of the science of religion”. 
In this book he researched human behaviour and strategies to enable positive outcome. Historically 
Al-Ghazali wrote that families with several children will have a greater burden compared to those with 
less. Though this may sound logical this wisdom detailed a millennium ago continues to be ignored.  

Since the disparities of Apartheid will linger for some time, I always consider how that historic inequity 
correlates with the inequality that is spurred on via population growth among the less fortunate. 

Since many of those on municipal housing lists, tend to have several children, I always consider why 
people with limited prospects, would compel children through a similar miserable existence. When I 
ask people why they have several kids while unable to house themselves, the usual response is that 
children are a gift from God. Ironically, it is often the same people who prefer an emotional response 
to religious law and logic that so easily use God as a convenient excuse.  

Some time ago Nelson Mandela said that "The true character of a society is revealed in how it treats 
its children." Capetonians should consider how we develop a world class city with a housing backlog 
of 450 000 with people who are reluctant to assume some degree of practical restraint? 

On a related behavioural note, around most schools, traffic is terrible as people drop and pick up kids. 
Years ago, at the primary school where I am the Chairperson, we resolved on a strategy. The golden 
rule is to park on the side thus permitting the traffic to flow freely.  Recently I was verbal abused by a 
parent in front of a crowded school gate as I requested him not to block the traffic flow. Since this 
incident my son requested that in future, I not get involved as the man’s response was threatening.  

A few days ago I was renewing my car licence at the Civic when a man started hurling racial abuse at 
the clerk. As I was directly behind them I heard the clerk requesting the man to temporarily move to 
the side and complete his many incomplete forms. The man insisted on completing his forms while 
delaying the queue. As this unfolded, the clerk kept quiet. I could have informed the African man that 
the Coloured clerk had requested the same from a White man who was two minutes ahead of us.   

According to Dante Alighieri in the Inferno “The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who, in 
times of a moral crisis, maintain their neutrality.” I did not defend the clerk as I remembered my son’s 
plea, “Dad, please do not get involved”.  
 
If all of us adopt this attitude, what quality of society will our children inherit? 
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